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Snorkeling in Destin


Book Now!
(850) 837-0113
Purchase a Gift Certificate











Departure is from our Destin Location

















$45
/ All ages

Snorkeling Rates        



	2 Stop Snorkel Trip
	Lasts  2.5 hours
	Goes to 2 locations for snorkeling and to look for dolphins.
	Trip includes masks, snorkels & fins







Book Now










Check Out the Fun...
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Discover the Wonderful Underwater World
Say Yes to Snorkeling in Destin!




Let Flipper’s Adventures help you make the most of your Emerald Coast vacation in beautiful Destin, Florida!  No trip to this incredible location is complete without a day or evening out on the water! We are famous for our awesome Destin snorkeling spots and dolphin cruises and—but no one does it quite like Flipper’s Adventures.

We offer the widest range of options for groups large and small to snorkel, dolphin watch and/or take in a breathtaking sunset in Destin! Complete with the most up-to-date, well-appointed boats and equipment, Flipper’s Adventures takes care of everything to ensure you have a safe and comfortable experience—one you’ll remember for a lifetime. And our friendly staff members will amaze you with their knowledge of area sights and their passion for sharing the very best this area has to offer! Book your Destin Snorkeling, Dolphin Tour, or Sunset Cruise today!





Book Now

What Our Customers are Saying...
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Gina L

All 3 services were great – We did the sunset dolphin tour, snorkeling and parasailing with this company. They did an amazing job with all 3. Lucas was with us for snorkeling and dolphin tour and he was very nice to all the kids and helped them feed the fish and made sure everyone had a good time. T...



Oct 19, 2021
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Kimberly E.

My family and I had a great time yesterday on our snorkel tour. Captain Joey and Amber were terrific! We stopped at our first site to snorkel and they gave us lots of tips to make the most out of our experience. After the first stop, we looked for dolphins and were lucky enough to see several! Then...
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Adele W.

I took my grandson 7. He was scared. But the worker’s worked with him and the other kids. We got to see lots of fish and feed them. We even seen dolphins. We all had a great time. Thank you so much.
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Michael Brown

Great Experience! We went snorkeling with the Flippers Adventure side of Just Chute Me. The staff was EXCELLENT and very entertaining. We saw both sharks and dolphins. Chase, the captain, played music while we snorkeled. We fed fish and caught hermit crabs. I called around to a few other places and...
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Andrea W.

AMAZING!! The crew was awesome & had some good jokes to start the adventure off with! They were very professional & made you feel super comfortable! If you have hearing trouble, I suggest sitting at the front of the boat! My boyfriend & I enjoyed the snorkeling and also the boat ride! We...
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Phillip

Flippers Adventure sunset dolphin cruise was a BLAST!! It was definitely something our entire family enjoyed. A sunset in Florida is the most beautiful sunset I have ever seen, and seeing it on the ocean with dolphins makes it that much more beautiful! Muffin and Ike were great! They made the cruise...
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Sarah Smith

Snorkeling Fun! We had a great time snorkeling we did the 3 hr. tour with great conditions! First stop around the bay and second at Destin East jetties, this one was awesome.
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Snorkeling in Destin, FL with Flipper’s Adventures





Let Flipper’s Adventures make your Emerald Coast vacation one to remember. In beautiful Destin, we have some of the most incredible underwater adventures you can find, waiting for you to experience. No trip to this incredible location can be complete without sharing underwater escapades with your loved ones, so why not contact Flipper’s Adventures to try one of our Destin snorkeling tours.

Whether your group is large or small, we can offer you a unique experience that is found in only a few places in the world. You will feel safe and secure with our up-to-date, well-equipped boats and equipment, as we do our best to ensure your experience is safe and comfortable. Our friendly team members will tell you about this area’s best things to see and do.

While enjoying your stay in Destin, and all along the Emerald Coast of Florida, you will want to book a snorkeling tour with Flipper’s Adventures. What could be a better adventure than snorkeling in the dazzling, warm, emerald waters in Destin? Snorkeling is affordable, easy to learn, and you will have the best time with your friends and family experiencing some of the most amazing underwater events you will ever see.

What is Snorkeling?

If you are brand new to this adventure, snorkeling is the act of swimming through water with a breathing tube. You will wear a mask so that you can see underwater, but no other equipment will be needed for you to see all there is to see in the beautiful waters of the Gulf, here in Destin.

There are definite benefits to snorkeling that you will want to experience while here. Just a few ways that snorkeling will make your Emerald Coast memorable include:

	Relaxation:There are no goals to set and work towards when you snorkel. It is all about enjoying the beauty under the water. No work deadlines, no homework, no chores, no bills that need to be paid, and no life worries. Just a way to glide under the water and watch the world beneath the waves pass in front of you.
	Discovery:In the warm, inviting waters of the Emerald Coast, you will discover things under the water that will amaze you. Just experiencing the aquatic life that lives there, the shapes, colors and combinations, will fascinate you, giving you memories that will last a lifetime.
	Exercise: Snorkeling is not only a great leisurely activity, but also a way to exercise in one of the best ways possible. Exercising through swimming is a great way to work out your muscles, without putting strain on your joints, ligaments, and tendons. Once you find out for yourself, you may make it a part of your everyday routine while you are down here.


What Do I Need to Start Snorkeling?

Equipment:Well, you do not need much to start snorkeling, that is for sure. However, the equipment you do need should be quality, and something you can trust. At Flipper’s Adventures, we show you all you need to take with you when you head out for the waters.

You will want a mask, a breathing tube, and some swim fins. Be sure to find a mask that is comfortable for you and test it to ensure it does not leak. Keep adjusting things until the mask feels just right on your face. The mask and straps should seal around your eyes and nose so no water should come into the mask at all.

Dip into the Water: Once you are all set with equipment, it is time to go into the water. For our Destin snorkel adventures, you will be laying down flat on your stomach in the water. Place your mask and breathing tube area at a 45-degree angle. Bite down gently on the mouthpiece and let your lips seal around it.

Start Breathing Easy: Breathe slowly and deeply. Be careful of what you are doing. There is no need to panic, you can always lift your head out of the water if necessary. You are right there on the surface of the water. You will inevitably have water go in the snorkel over time, just be sure not to inhale the water. Clear the tube by exhaling forcefully.

Snorkeling Adventures Close to Home

We have the snorkeling scoop at Flipper’s Adventures, and we will guide you to how to snorkel successfully, even if this is your first time. Contact us and book a snorkel tour today. When you come to the Emerald Coast you want to create a vacation that both you and your family will remember for a long time. When you snorkel with Flipper’s Adventures, you are sure to create a memory or two that will never be forgotten. Check our rates today!





Flipper’s Adventures Snorkeling in Destin

Destin, with its sugar-white beaches and emerald-green waters, is a haven for aquatic enthusiasts seeking vibrant marine life and underwater wonders. Among the myriad water activities available, snorkeling stands out as a captivating way to explore the diverse marine ecosystem of the Gulf of Mexico.

Unveil the Underwater Wonderland

Destin is home to a rich and diverse marine ecosystem, teeming with colorful fish, playful dolphins, and stunning coral formations. Booking a snorkeling tour in Destin with Flipper’s Adventures allows you to explore the underwater wonderland that lies beneath the surface. As you glide through the crystal-clear waters, snorkel mask in place, you’ll witness a kaleidoscope of marine life, creating a mesmerizing and unforgettable experience that only the Gulf of Mexico can offer.

Expertly Guided Tours

Flipper’s Adventures Snorkeling in Destin distinguishes ourselves through expertly guided tours led by knowledgeable and certified guides. These guides not only ensure your safety but also enhance your snorkeling experience by providing insightful information about the marine life you encounter. Whether you’re a novice snorkeler or an experienced underwater explorer, the guides at Flipper’s Adventures cater to all skill levels, making each tour an educational and enriching journey beneath the waves.

Access to Prime Snorkeling Spots

Destin is blessed with numerous snorkeling hotspots, and Flipper’s Adventures Snorkeling knows some of the best locations to showcase the region’s underwater beauty. The carefully curated snorkeling routes ensuring that every moment of your tour is filled with awe and discovery. With Flipper’s Adventures, you can trust that you’ll be exploring the most breathtaking and captivating snorkeling sites in Destin.

Gear and Equipment Excellence

At Flipper’s Adventures Snorkeling in Destin we pride ourselves on providing top-notch snorkeling gear and equipment to enhance your underwater experience. From high-quality masks and snorkels to comfortable fins, we ensure that participants are equipped with the best tools for an enjoyable and safe snorkeling adventure. The emphasis on well-maintained and modern equipment ensures that you can focus on the beauty of the underwater world without any concerns about your gear.

Family-Friendly Snorkeling Excursions in Destin

Snorkeling in Destin is an activity that the entire family can enjoy, and Flipper’s Adventures Snorkeling caters to families with snorkelers of all ages. The tours are designed to accommodate various skill levels, making it an ideal family-friendly activity. Imagine the joy of sharing the wonders of the underwater world with your loved ones as you explore Destin’s coastal waters together.

Convenient Booking and Scheduling

Booking a Destin snorkeling tour with Flipper’s Adventures is a seamless process, ensuring convenience for all participants. We offer flexible scheduling options, allowing you to choose a time that suits your itinerary. The straightforward booking process ensures that you can secure your spot on a snorkeling tour with ease, leaving you more time to anticipate the aquatic wonders that await beneath the surface of Destin’s beautiful waters.

If you’re yearning for an immersive and awe-inspiring adventure, booking a Destin snorkeling tour with Flipper’s Adventures is the key to unlocking the wonders of the Gulf of Mexico. From expertly guided tours and access to prime snorkeling spots, Flipper’s Adventures Snorkeling offers an enriching experience for underwater enthusiasts. Dive into the turquoise waters of Destin and let Flipper’s Adventures be your guide to an unforgettable snorkeling journey, where every moment beneath the waves unveils the magic of the Gulf’s underwater world.












Experience A Snorkeling Tour Adventure While Staying In:

Destin |

Fort Walton Beach |

Miramar Beach |

Sandestin














Contact Us




Book Now!



500 Harbor Blvd, Destin, FL 32541

Hours:  Mon-Sun 8:00 am – 6:00 pm

Directions:

We are located on the South side of US Hwy 98 on  Destin Harbor across from Taco Bell at 500 Harbor Blvd.

From EAST of Destin (Sandestin, Panama City)

From Destin Commons (Bass Pro Shops), drive 4 miles on Hwy 98 West. We have onsite parking at our location. Upon arriving head to the ticket booth.

From WEST of Destin (Ft Walton Beach, Pensacola)

Take Hwy 98 East to Destin over the Destin Bridge. 1/2 mile after the bridge, turn right into our parking lot.
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CANCELLATION POLICY:  You must CALL at least 24 hours prior to your scheduled trip time to change, reschedule, or cancel your reservation . If you don’t call or don’t make your reservation time,  tickets will not be rescheduled or refunded. There will be a $10 cancellation fee.












Frequently Asked Questions

Will we see Dolphins, Sea Life?




Most likely you will see dolphins while boating to your snorkeling adventure!







Are the captains Certified?




Yes! Our captains are US Coast Guard licensed  Masters, and  both Captain and Crew are specifically trained in all aspects of swimming, snorkel, boat handling with First Aid & CPR!







Are there any age restrictions?




We ask that kids be 4 years old or older for Fireworks Tour.







What should I wear?




Swimming suits and have plenty of sunscreen!







Do you have wet suits for cold water?




No we do not but they rent them across the street.







How long are your trips?




After we leave our location we go through the Destin Harbor. The trip takes a total of 2 1/2 Hours.







Do we need a reservation?




Yes reservations are required. You will need a major credit card to make a reservation. We recommend 1 to 2 days in advance.






















	


				



			




About Us
			Our Team is what sets us apart from the competition. We have a highly trained staff who is dedicated to not only making sure you have the best possible time, but that you are safe while doing so. Our team spends their time making sure everything is running smoothly, while still finding time to make you smile.

Cancellation Policy: You must CALL at least 24 hours prior to your scheduled trip time to change, reschedule, or cancel your reservation. If you don’t call or don’t make your reservation time, tickets will not be rescheduled or refunded. There will be a $10 cancellation fee.



Destin Adventures
			Destin Pontoon Rentals

Destin Parasailing

Destin Dolphin Cruises

Destin Snorkeling

Destin Catamaran
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